Quantitative Retinal Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography in Patients With Diabetes Without Diabetic Retinopathy
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PURPOSE. To compare optical coherence tomography (OCT) angiographic parameters in retina and choriocapillaris between control subjects and diabetic patients without diabetic retinopathy (NDR). Correlations were studied between OCT angiography parameters, retinal structure parameters, and systemic characteristics in all subjects.

METHODS. Sixty-two patients were included in the study: control subjects (n = 33) and patients with NDR (n = 29). Optical coherence tomography angiographic parameters were as follows: vessel density (%) (in superficial, deep retinal vessel plexus and in choriocapillary layer) and foveal avascular zone (FAZ) area (mm²) in superficial and deep retinal vessel plexus of parafovea. Split-spectrum amplitude decorrelation angiography (SSADA) software algorithm was used for evaluation of vessel density and FAZ area (nonflow area tool). Spectral-domain OCT was used to assess full, inner, and outer retinal thickness and volume in parafovea.

RESULTS. In superficial and deep retina, vessel densities in NDR (44.35% ± 13.31% and 31.03% ± 16.53%) were decreased as compared to control subjects (51.39% ± 13.05%, P = 0.04; and 41.53% ± 14.08%, P < 0.01). Foveal avascular zone in superficial retina of NDR patients (0.37 ± 0.11 mm²) was greater than in controls (0.31 ± 0.10 mm², P = 0.02). Superficial vessel density significantly correlated with full retinal thickness and volume in parafovea (r = 0.43, P = 0.01; r = 0.43, P = 0.01) and with outer retinal volume in parafovea (r = 0.35, P < 0.05) of healthy subjects. Systolic blood pressure and ocular perfusion pressure significantly correlated with deep vessel density in NDR (r = −0.45, P = 0.02; r = −0.46, P = 0.01), but not in controls.

CONCLUSIONS. Superficial and deep retinal vessel density in parafovea of diabetic patients without diabetic retinopathy are both decreased compared to healthy subjects. The associations between vessel density with retinal tissue thickness and with subject’s clinical characteristics differ between healthy subjects and patients with NDR.
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METHODS

The study was approved by internal review board, and informed consent was obtained from the subjects after explanation of the nature and possible consequences of the study. This study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was a prospective observational case-control study.

Subjects

Patients were recruited from the outpatient clinic of Senshokai Eye Institute. One eye of control subjects and of patients with diabetes without DR was included in the study. All included subjects were Asian (Japanese). Patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus were included if after clinical examination the doctor confirmed absence of DR. Exclusion criteria were as follows: any other ocular disease that may affect ocular circulation (e.g., glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration, retinal vascular occlusion, refractive error > 6 dioptries [D]), intraocular surgery, panretinal photocoagulation, previous intraocular anti-VEGF/steroid treatment, hypertension exceeding 160/100, intraocular pressure (IOP) > 21 mm Hg. If both eyes met the inclusion criteria, we selected the eye with better OCT angiography signal strength for the study.

Subjects were tested for best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), IOP, and refractive error (autorefractometry). Slit-lamp and fundus examinations using direct and/or indirect ophthalmoscope were performed. Blood pressure was measured after 5 minutes of rest from the brachial artery (BP-203RVII; Colin, Aichi, Japan). Ocular fundus photography and wide-field photography (Optos California; Optos pls, Dunfermline, Scotland, UK) were obtained from each participant. The study was masked: two graders (HA, HT) evaluated the fundus photographs for absence of changes related to DR or other disease that may affect retinal blood flow. In case of inconsistent opinions between graders, a third grader (EC) determined the status of the participant. The analyzer of OCTA (GD) was unaware of subjects' status. Macular blood flow parameters were obtained before pupillary dilation in a dark room by using AngioVue OCTA system (RTVue-XR Avanti; Optovue, Fremont, CA, USA) with an SSADA (split-spectrum amplitude decorrelation angiography) software algorithm (v2014.2.0.90). Retinal morphology data were obtained by using the same equipment. Retinal tissue layers' thickness data were expressed as mean...
values evaluated in a donut-shaped area (1.5-mm radius from the center of fovea for parafovea, excluding central foveal 0.5-mm radius area) (Retina Map; Optovue). The following parameters in parafoveal retina were evaluated: full retinal thickness and volume, inner retinal thickness and volume, outer retinal thickness and volume. Vessel density and flow index were evaluated in the central area with a radius of 1.25 mm from the foveolar center for both retina and choriocapillaris, excluding the central foveal area (0.3 mm radius) (Figs. 1A–D, 2I, 2J). The following parameters in this region were evaluated: superficial vessel density (%) and flow index, superficial FAZ area (mm²), deep vessel density (%) and flow index, deep FAZ area (mm²) and choriocapillary density (%) and flow index. The vessel density is the percentage of signal positive pixels per total pixels in an area of interest. Flow index is the average decorrelation value (correlated with flow velocity) in the selected area. Foveal avascular zone area (mm²) was evaluated in the superficial and deep vessel plexus by using the nonflow area tool of the software that delineated it automatically after selecting a segment of the FAZ (Figs. 1E–H). The superficial retinal, deep retinal, and choriocapillary vascular networks were generated by using automated software algorithm. The boundaries for each layers were as follows: a slab extending from 3 to 15 µm from the internal limiting membrane was generated for detecting the superficial vascular layer, a slab extending from 15 to 70 µm below the internal limiting membrane for the deep retinal vascular layer, and a slab extending from 30 to 60 µm below retinal pigment epithelium reference for choriocapillaris vascular network (Fig. 2).

Image quality was considered by including images having signal strength (SS) of at least 40 We categorized the quality of images considering presence of artifacts such as double vessel pattern and dark areas from blinks or media opacities that obscure vessel signal. Images were categorized in three groups: good (absence of artifacts), fair (cumulative presence of artifacts in less than 1/3 of the image), and poor (cumulative presence of artifacts in more than 1/3 of the image). In patients with initially poor images, we repeated the scans until an image with at least fair quality could be obtained. The image with highest SS and image quality was included in the study. Intraoperator reproducibility was checked in five control participants for whom five consecutive measurements were taken by two technicians who took the OCTA measurements.

**Statistical Analysis**

Unpaired *t*-test was used to compare retinal layers’ structure and OCTA parameters between control subjects and diabetic

| Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Study Participants |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Subjects        | Age, y          | Sex             | SBP, mm Hg      | DBP, mm Hg      |
| Control, n = 33 | 65 (11.38)      | 14 men          | 154.28 (17.65)  | 95.41 (9.60)    |
| NDR, n = 29     | 69 (9.30)       | 14 men          | 150.15 (15.30)  | 93.29 (9.80)    |
| P value          | 0.03            | 0.06            | 0.02            | 0.02 |

Values are shown as mean (SD). *p* value: Student’s *t*-test (for testing sex distribution). Control, control subject group; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; DM, diabetes mellitus; OPP, ocular perfusion pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SE, spherical equivalent refractive error.
patients. Kruskall-Wallis test was used for nonparametric data. Pearson’s coefficient of correlation was used to check correlation between retinal structure (full, inner, and outer retinal thickness [µm] and volume [mm³]), clinical characteristics (age, glycated hemoglobin [HbA1c], duration of diabetes, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, spherical equivalent, IOP, ocular perfusion pressure), signal strength, and flow parameters (superficial and deep vascular density, superficial and deep FAZ, and choriocapillary vessel density). Microsoft Excel xlsx. and StatView (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) were used for data analysis. A 2-tailed P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

Initially, 67 subjects were recruited for this study. Five subjects were excluded owing to values of blood pressure (BP) above the inclusion criteria or low signal strength. There were no significant differences between control subjects and diabetic patients concerning demographic and clinical characteristics (Table 1). The diabetic patients were treated with oral antidiabetic drugs (n = 22), insulin (n = 5), or only diet (n = 2).

The mean coefficients of variation for each of the OCTA parameters were as follows: superficial vessel density: 3.31%, superficial FAZ: 10.70%, deep vessel density: 8.87%, deep FAZ: 17.30%, and choriocapillary density: 1.91%. There was no significant difference between the coefficients of variation between the two technicians who did the measurements. Signal strength for OCTA measurements was not significantly different between the two technicians (control group: 65.62 ± 8.68, NDR: 65.03 ± 6.78, P = 0.18). In the control group, in 27 subjects the quality of image was good and in 6 patients the quality of image was fair. In the NDR group, in 22 subjects the quality of image was good and in 7 patients the quality of image was fair.

Retinal thickness in the macular and parafoveal region did not differ significantly among the two groups (Table 2). Duration of diabetes and HbA1c were not associated significantly with any of the OCTA parameters in diabetic patients’ parafovea (data not shown). We obtained blood sugar data from 15 subjects in the diabetic subjects’ group (143.40 ± 31.20 mg/dL), and the associations with the OCTA parameters were not significant.

Superficial vessel density was significantly decreased (44.35% ± 13.31%) and superficial FAZ was significantly increased (0.37 ± 0.11 mm²) in patients with diabetes in comparison to control subjects (51.39% ± 13.05%, P = 0.04; 0.31 ± 0.10 mm², P = 0.02) (Fig. 3). In control subjects, superficial vessel density was significantly correlated with patients’ full retinal thickness (r = 0.43, P = 0.01) (Fig. 4A) and volume (r = 0.43, P = 0.01) in parafovea, outer retinal volume in parafovea (r = 0.35, P = 0.05), age (r = -0.47, P < 0.01), BCVA (r = 0.42, P = 0.02), and signal strength (r = 0.82, P < 0.01). In diabetic subjects, superficial vessel density was significantly correlated with patients’ IOP (r = 0.45, P = 0.02) and signal strength (r = 0.74, P < 0.01).

Deep vessel density significantly decreased in patients with diabetes (31.03% ± 16.33%) in comparison to control subjects (41.53% ± 14.08%, P < 0.01) (Fig. 3). In control subjects, deep vessel density was significantly associated with full retinal thickness (r = 0.35, P = 0.05) (Fig. 4B), full retinal volume (r = 0.36, P = 0.04), inner retinal thickness (r = 0.59, P < 0.01), inner retinal volume (r = 0.58, P < 0.01) in parafovea, age (r = -0.54, P < 0.01) (Fig. 4C), BCVA (r = 0.42, P = 0.02), and signal strength (r = 0.85, P < 0.01). In diabetic subjects, deep vessel density was significantly associated with age (r = -0.41, P = 0.03) (Fig. 4C), systemic blood pressure (r = -0.45, P = 0.02), ocular perfusion pressure (r = -0.46, P = 0.01) (Fig. 4D), and signal strength (r = 0.85, P < 0.01).

In NDR patients, there were no statistically significant associations between OCTA parameters and retinal structure in parafovea (data not shown).

Chorocapillary density was significantly associated with diastolic blood pressure in the NDR group (r = -0.42, P = 0.02).

The flow index in the v2014.2.0.90 software had a very close association with density index, with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of r = 0.93 to 0.99, and was considered as a related variable of vessel density.

**DISCUSSION**

Results from this study indicate that in the parafovea of patients with NDR vessel density in the superficial and deep vascular plexus decreased, whereas FAZ in the superficial vascular plexus increased when compared to control subjects. There were no significant differences in the retinal thickness between control subjects and patients with NDR, suggesting that retinal vascular alterations precede retinal structural

**TABLE 2.** Full, Inner, and Outer Retinal Thickness in the Parafoveal Area of Study Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Full Retinal Thickness, µm</th>
<th>Full Retinal Volume, mm³</th>
<th>Inner Retinal Thickness, µm</th>
<th>Inner Retinal Volume, mm³</th>
<th>Outer Retinal Thickness, µm</th>
<th>Outer Retinal Volume, mm³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control, n = 33</td>
<td>315.46 (14.45)</td>
<td>1.98 (0.09)</td>
<td>126.55 (10.47)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.06)</td>
<td>188.69 (9.84)</td>
<td>1.19 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDR, n = 29</td>
<td>319.48 (14.58)</td>
<td>2.00 (0.08)</td>
<td>123.75 (8.91)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.06)</td>
<td>194.56 (14.35)</td>
<td>1.22 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are shown as mean (SD).

* FIGURE 3. Superficial, deep, and chorocapillary vessel density in control subjects (CTRL) and diabetic patients without diabetic retinopathy. Statistically significant difference.
alterations. This may indicate a causative role of circulatory alterations to the development of DR.

In patients with NDR, superficial vessel density was decreased and superficial FAZ was increased in comparison to the control group (Fig. 3). The increase of FAZ in patients without DR has been reported before.12,14 These findings suggest compromised circulation in the inner retinal layers before manifested DR.

The deep vessel density was significantly decreased in our diabetic patients without DR (Fig. 3). Previous reports16–18 have found microaneurysms to be present in a larger extent in the deep vascular plexus than in the superficial plexus. It has also been suggested that ischemia at the deep capillary layer may play an important role in the changes of the outer retina detected with spectral-domain OCT.19

Previous studies report that choroidal circulation, estimated by color Doppler imaging of posterior ciliary arteries, is significantly decreased in patients with background DR.20 In this study the choriocapillary vessel density tended to decrease in patients with NDR in comparison to control subjects. This may indicate that both retinal and choroidal circulation are affected before clinical manifestation of DR, and the pathophysiologic process in both vascular systems may be interrelated. Furthermore, there was a significant negative association between diastolic blood pressure and choriocapillary density and flow index in patients with NDR, indicating that diastolic blood pressure may affect choriocapillary blood flow in NDR.

Retinal tissue thickness and volume in parafovea had a significantly positive correlation with superficial and deep vessel density in control subjects. This suggests that in health, the thicker the retinal tissue, the higher is its vascular density. Conversely, in diabetic retina, the same pattern was not observed. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report concerning correlation of retinal thickness and vessel density, using OCTA in diabetic patients. Yu et al.21 have found a significant relationship between retinal vessel density and inner retinal thickness of healthy subjects when using OCTA. In the control group we also detected a significant positive relationship between inner retinal thickness in the parafovea, the inner retinal volume in parafovea, and deep vessel density. It has been reported that most of the major veins in the inner retina are connected to the deep vessel layer,17 which may also be explanatory for our findings.22

In accordance to previous reports, age and signal strength had a significantly negative association with retinal vessel density in both study groups10,23 (Fig. 4C). Age was significantly correlated with superficial vessel density in control subjects and with deep vessel density in both study groups. Best corrected visual acuity was significantly correlated with superficial and deep vessel density in control subjects. A significantly negative association was present between deep vessel density and systolic blood pressure and ocular perfusion pressure in diabetic patients (Fig. 4D). Such an association was absent in control subjects. Considering that healthy retinal blood vessels are able to autoregulate for systemic variations of blood pressure in order to maintain regular retinal blood perfusion, the significantly negative association of deep vessel density with systemic blood pressure and with ocular perfusion pressure in diabetic patients suggests altered autoregulation in retinal vessels of patients with NDR. On the other hand, there was a significantly positive correlation between IOP and superficial and deep vessel density in NDR patients. The nature of these associations needs to be explored in further studies.

The correlation analysis of patients’ clinical characteristics and the OCTA blood flow parameters indicate that systemic factors such as blood pressure have a significant relation to the retinal tissue blood circulation in patients with NDR. The
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association of diabetes and hypertension are considered as significant risk factors for occurrence of DR.24 There is evidence that presence of DR is associated with morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular disease.25,26 The central retinal artery at the level of lamina cribrosa has a structure of a medium-sized artery and is susceptible to atherosclerosis.27 The close relationship that the central retinal artery has with the central retinal vein, sharing their common adventitia at the level of lamina cribrosa, may be the point of retinal venous outflow impedance.28

Recently, a number of studies reporting qualitative and quantitative OCTA in diabetic patients have been published.14,15,29–31 Kim et al.30 have detected progressively decreasing capillary density, branching complexity, and progressively increasing average vascular caliber in eyes with different stages of DR. They have not been able to detect a significant difference in these variables between healthy subjects and patients with mild nonproliferative DR. This discrepancy from the present study may be caused by difference in equipment and/or smaller control group in their study. Significantly reduced density in the superficial and deep vascular plexus in mild nonproliferative DR in comparison to control subjects has also been observed in the study of Agey et al.31 In diabetic patients without DR, the FAZ is enlarged in the superficial14,15 and deep retinal vascular plexi.15 In the present study we also detected increased FAZ in both superficial and deep retinal vessel layers of patients with NDR in comparison to control subjects, with the difference being significant in the superficial vascular plexus. The enlargement of FAZ is consistent with the reduced vessel density in both superficial and deep vascular plexi that was detected in patients with NDR in this study. To the best of our knowledge the present study is the first to report on quantitative vessel density in patients without DR.

A study that investigated retinal blood circulation, using video fluorescein angiography, has reported decreased mean circulation time in diabetic patients without DR.32 Insulin-resistant patients without DR had decreased retinal blood flow (evaluated by scanning laser Doppler flowmetry) in comparison to control subjects or patients with lower insulin resistance.33 These reports support the results from the present study. However, increased retinal blood flow has also been reported when using retinal function imager in diabetic patients without DR.6 Differences in methodology and technology may be the cause of these discrepancies.

Concerning limitations of this study, the mean superficial vessel density of the parafoveal region in our group of control subjects was very similar to that of previous reports using the same method in a similar age group.35 However, our results showed that, both in the control and diabetic patient groups, the deep vessel density had lower values than the superficial layer. This finding differs from that of previous reports where increased19,25 or similar vessel density is observed in the deep vessel layer of healthy retina.30 The difference in the software algorithm or racial difference in patient groups may be the cause of this discrepancy. However, the same software was used in both healthy subjects and in patients with NDR, which allows for a comparative analysis of OCTA parameters. Furthermore, the data were obtained from the parafovea, which may have specific hemodynamics, and the results may not be representative for the whole retina in general. There was also a small difference in radius of parafoveal region measured by the OCT Retina Map program (radius = 1.5 mm) and the Angio Retina program (radius = 1.25 mm); and the excluded area from the foveal radius was 0.5 mm with the OCT Retina Map and the radius was 0.3 mm with the OCT Angio Retina, meaning that the parafoveal area that was assessed for retinal thickness and volume parameters did not match perfectly the parafoveal area assessed for OCT angiography parameters.

In conclusion, results from this study suggest that superficial and deep retinal vessel density in the parafovea of diabetic patients without DR is decreased as compared to healthy subjects. The differences between the control and diabetic group's associations of OCT angiography parameters with the subjects' systemic characteristics suggests altered autoregulation of the retinal blood vessels in diabetic patients without DR. The results also suggest that OCT angiography may be a potential biomarker for evaluating the risk of developing DR in patients with diabetes without DR.
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